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Extended Abstract  

In striving for zero defects in flexible electronics production every aspect of the production process must be 

assessed for its impact on defect levels.  Considerable efforts go into protecting the coating lines from 

environmental contamination and in cleaning the substrate.  In contrast little research has been done on the 

contribution which individual components within the coating line make to defect levels.  This paper will present 

analysis of the levels of contamination on process rollers within the coating line and introduce a novel, easy and 

effective method of cleaning the rollers to minimise contamination generated defects. 

Within a coating line and its drying oven there are a large number of rollers over which the web passes 

generating  micro-slip at each of these rollers. Micro-slip occurs between contacting surfaces when a frictional 

load is applied and the level of slip is dependent on the web material and also on the roller surface. Micro-slip 

results in abrasion of either the roller surface or the film, whichever is softer, which in turn results in particles 

which can transfer onto the web causing defects. 

Measurement of the number of particles on individual rollers shows a gradual build up over time, increasing 

the risk of particles transferring to the web. Regular cleaning of all process rollers to remove the build up of 

contamination is essential in the journey towards zero defects.  Figure 1 below shows the difference in build up 

between two different roller surfaces and also the very significant effect that cleaning the rollers has on the 

particle count.   

     

    Figure 1 Cleanliness Comparison 

 

While cleaning of the process rollers is essential it is also very difficult and time consuming, especially within 

a drying oven where access is extremely limited.  Contact cleaning, using elastomer rollers is frequently used to 

clean the backing roller at the coating head but it would be too expensive to apply this type of equipment to every 

roller in a coating line.  Using a proprietary cleaning elastomer, but manufactured into a thin sheet provides a 

cleaning solution which can be applied to the leading edge of a new roll of substrate.  As the substrate passes 

through the coating line the cleaning sheet contacts the rollers removing particles from the roller surfaces.  When 

the leading edge of the substrate reaches the rewind station the cleaning sheet is removed.  The sheet can then be 

cleaned and reused. 

The use of this cleaning sheet means that every new roll of material passes over rollers which have just been 

cleaned reducing the risk of particle generated defects in the coated product. 


